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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR 1986

l-st March: Endpapers and Binding of single sheets.
2 - 4. )0 pm Keith Turnell at the Guild lVorkshop.

19th March: General Meeting at lhe Guild Workshop.
5 pm "Trouble Night"

12th April: Basic first aid for paper.
2 - 5 pm Jill Gurney at the Guild Workshop.

24th May: Bradel Binding.
2 - 5 pm Tom I'vlacdonald at the Guild Workshop

lOth - 31st May: l./ay's End.
Ist June Weekend visit to Southern Highlands.

25th June: General l'4eetinq.
5 pm f'isher Library, Sydney University.

9th August: Gold Tooling
2 - 5 pm Daphne Lera at her workshop

1)th September: Edge decoration, Ploughing.
2 - 5 pm Heather l'4cPherson at her workshop 

4"1

6 pm Fislrer Library, Sydney University.

lrd Nov - 17th Dec: Exhibition of members rvork.
Rare Book Section, Fisher Library,
Sydne;, University.

15th November: Calligraphy for Spines.
2 - 5 pm Ann Nikolzev at the Guild V/orkshop.

26th November: Annual General ir4eeting.

, 
a O, Fisher Library, Sydney Universily.

ITth December: Christmas 'Break Upr
6 pm Guild V/onkshop.
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NOTES FROM THE SECRETARY

The Committee met on 15 July 1985. Matters discussed included:

Ap preciation of the work done by Maureen and Brian Arnott in
organising the May's End visit to Bowral.

The Workshop debt is now paid off.

Discussed the possibilities of purchasing brass type in small
quantities instead of in complete fonts and also of a brass block
with the Guildrs logo for use in the workshop blocking press.

Resolved that the annual membership fees for L9B7 remain unchanged.

Letter received f rom Carol Mills, Institute Librarian, Riverina -
Murray Institute of Hiqher Education, P. O. Box 5BB, Wagga Wagga,
N.S.W. 2650 requesting information about the history of bmkbinding
in Australia. Information about this subject would be gratefully
received.

Resol v ed that a letter be sent to I vor Beatty of ferin g him
complimentary membership for 1987.

Committee member Jill Gurney, a professional binder, has offered to
conduct classes in bookbinding and repairs.

Members are invited to contribute suggestions to stimulate member
interest and involvement. You may be able to think of activiLies or
news related to bookbinding which would be of help to the Guild.

tti(rHti(tt 
.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Saturday, I) September, 2 - 5 pm - Heather McPherson.

Last y@rr Heather dernonstrated several methods of onlay decoration
for leather binding. This time, Heather will demonstrate some other
techniques used in bookbinding, namely edge decoration and ploughing.
Meet at Heatherrs workshop - Room C9, frd Floor, 449 Pitt Street.

Fee: $S.OO
Limit: l0 people (tfris one has been well booked)
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Wednesday, L7 September, 5 pm - General Meeting.

Comnrencing at six in the Conference
Fisher Library, Sydney University, for a
General business will be conducted then
announced.

Room, Rare Book Section of the
srcial glass of wine and cheese.
followed by a programme to be

Monday, 3 November to Wednesday, l-7 December. Exhibition of Members'
Work at the Rare Book Section, Fisher Library, Sydney University.

By then, you should have completed binding your copies of "Birds of
the Eucalypt Forests and Woodlandsrrkindly donated by Ivor Beatty of
Surrey Beatty & Sons Pty. Ltd., Printer and Publisher, which will be the
basis of this yearrs exhibition. Members are also requested to exhibit
other examples of their skills or of particular facets of their work, for
example, a hand sewn headband.

Entries may be left at the Ralph Lewis Workshop, Sydney College of
the Arts, 58 Allen Street, Glebe, on any Wednesday afternoon or evening,
but not later than 29 October. Should this arrangement not be possible,
please phone any of the Committee members to arrange an alternative.

Please remember to include your
descriptive notes (which need not
desired.

name with each en[ry together with
be Iong ) to illustrate a point, if

Saturday, 15 November, 2 - 5 pm - Ann Nikolzev.

Ann will demonstrate the techniques of calligraphy for application
to spines using a variety of materials and pens. The demonstration will
be at the Guildts workshop at Glebe which should prove to be an
interesting afternoon.

Fee: $5.00
Limit: 15 people, (tfris one has also been well booked)

Workshop Bookings

It is necessary to book and pay
Bookings may be made by contacting Jill

in advance for any workshop.
Gurney - 519 9915 (evenings).

*)t*r(**

THE ROYAL EASTER SHOW

Intending exhibitors for the Bookbinding Section of the Arts and
Crafts Exhibition of the I9B7 Royal Easter Show are reminded that
nominations of entries together with payment of fees, close on FRIDAY,
28th NOVEMBER 1985. Nomination forms will be available from the. Royal
Agricultural Society, G.P.O. Box 4317, Sydney, N.S.W. 2001 upon
application.

Prizes will again be donated by the Guild of Craft Bookbinders:

First Prize $SO

Second Prize $Z>
Third Prize $lf
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The Guild Committee has been most concerned that the number of
entrants for the 1986 Show was well down on previous years, only seven
binders submitting entries. The Committee therefore desires that a
greater number of members participate in the I9B7 Royal Easter Show,
which will be held during 10th to 2lst April.

Although there is ample time to submit your proposed entry, the
planning and devising of the work should receive consideration in the
near future.

****it)f

PAST EVENTS

24 May 1986, BRADEL BINDING - Tom Maedonald.

Tomfs dernonstration conducted last year of Bradel binding techniques
was so popular that he agreed to repeat his demonstration this year at
the workshop. This was another opportunity for those who missed last
yearrs demonstration to benef it f rom Tomrs excellent tuition.

T he demonstration dif fered f rom that of last year in that the
eighteen members present were each required to fashion their own Bradel
bonnets from Bristol board to fit the'rdemonstration bookrrwith the
precision demanded. The cornect fit of the bonnet to the book is
absolutely critical and, as everyone came to realise, some pracLice in
this procedure was indeed found to be necessary. Tom also demonstrated
other aspects of Bradel binding in response to questions raised regarding
techniques. Mernbers were at least spared the embarrassment of practising
these.

Having barely recovered from a nasty accident at his home, Tom
bravely soldiered on with his lesson to the delight of [hose present.
Some of us who attended for the second time realised that [here was still
something new to be learnt in this interesting binding technique and
Tomts demonstration at the workshop was indeed timely.

Thank you again, Tom.

J. R. t'1.

25th June 1986, GENERAL MEETING.

Despite . being a cold winterrs night, f if teen members braved the
element,s to attend the Guildrs General Meeting at the Fisher Library.
The attendance at the meeting I the second for this year , was again
smaller than had been in the past but the climate inside Lhe Fisl-rer was
much more to our liking together with [he enjoyable cornpany round the
wine and cheese table. The minu[es were read and general business
discussed.

As notified in the previous issue of "Morocco Bound", Ivor Beatty of
S u r rey B eatty & Son Pty. Ltd . , Printer and Publisher of fered to the Guild
J0 unbound copies of "Birds of the Eucalypt Forests and V/oodlands". 29
copies were to be balloted for at the General Meeting for mernbers Lo bind
as entrants for this yearrs Guild Exhibition to be held in November. As
only 17 entrants were received, a ballot was not nec€ssary. Sorne mernbers
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aI the rneeting st-tggested that as other conmitments preven[ed their entry
for tlre exhibition, that consideration be given for entry at the I9B7
Royal Easter Show. The Meeting agreed with this proposal and nrone cnpies
of the book were distributed.

Films from the N.S.W. State Film Library were then shown:

"Analomy of Paper" - a Canadian film about the manufacture of paper
from the pine logs in the forest to the rolls of newsprint leaving the
mill, the recycling of used paper to make new newsprint including the
removal of Lhe printing inks, the manufacture of special types of paper
and the associated quality con[rol testing involved. Bob Dickson, having
recently returned from a t.rip to European paper mills, most capably
explained many of the paper manufacturing procEsses. It was interesting
to learn that several overseas mills use Australian hardwoods to blend in
with their softwood pulps and that those processes employ Australian d-
eveloped technology.

"The Calligraphers - The History of Lettersrr- which described the
evolution of Roman upper and lower case letters and, combining the
natural movement of the hand with various nibs and brushes, a beautifully
lett,ered texL or [itle may be achieved.

J. R. l.J.

MAYIS END

Dear Editors,

I wonder if you can find room in your pages for some comments on
certain happenings in the Bowral dis[rict between the afternoon of Friday
)0tlr May and Sunday l-st June - or "May's End" as some have it? I ask
somewhat diffid.ently, recalling your own accnunt of a similar weekend two
years agor but sone differences have enc\ouraged me to write. The persons
involved are members of the Guild of Craft Bmkbinders and their friends
- sixteen in all.

The group began to gather during the afternmn at Links House Motor
Inn, noled in my diary as rrwarm, comfortable and homely", looking out
over the beautifully green Bowral golf course. The arrivals were spaced
out, because the sixteen adventurers included elisured folk who were able
to take time and enjoy the journey and those whose weekend began at the
end of a dayrs work in Sydney. At about 7.30 the folk settled in at
[-inks House set out [o join the workers for the first major engagement of
[he weekend at The House of Low.

By B pm we were a panty. Our reserved tables were ringed with our
f ull complement ( no pun there) and threatened to sag under successive
courses of a Chinese banquet and a wide variety of Australian drinks.
House of Low "did us proud", and wi[h the feeling that the weekend had
got away to a good start, a very satisfied group found its way back to
Links House, coffee, talk and a reasonably late night.

****xJ(
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Friday night was cold, and we blessed our electric blankets. But on

Saturday morning, Imking across the road from our breakfast table to the
golf course where healthy locals were developing tlreir golf ulcers r WC

had our first taste of the gorgeous autumn weather that was to stay with
us for the whole weekend.

After breakfast, we were confronted with the challenge of the day: a

reliability trial cum treasure hunt cum paper chase with a route plan
couched in you--guess-the-meaning Iffiuage. This exercise, cunningly
devised by Maureen and Brianz Wos well-organized, innginative fun. Not
so f unny for your correspondent, however, who failed to distinguish a

T-intersection from a right hand turn (it could, of course' be argued
that, approached f rom the right direction, a right hand turn is a

T-iniersection) and arrived with his wife at Links House. There, a
somewhat surprised host solved the final riddle for us:'rThe place where
your voice @mes back to youil was Eeho Point at Bundanoon, where we found
Maureen and Brian presiding over a barbecue and masses of food,
supplemented by Rowleyrs apples and charity lamingtons home-made by
Wal and Gwen. We ate and ate and... Well, we did some other things.
Rowley was presented with [he winnerrs trophy (mercifully there was no
wooden spoon), cameras clicked dollans and dollars away, A rrhatrr party
posed for photographers, we strolled to Echo Point where, despite the
blue, the opposing granite refused to answer (Uut of course it was
Saturday afternoon and the answerer was obviously off duty). But
seriously, dear Editor, who would really believe that we lingered at Echo
Point, B undanoon, until late on a June af ternoon worrying only abouI
sunburn?

Saturday night was the highliqht of our weekend. Our Bowral hosts
provided dinner in the Links House dining room, and a fine dinner it was,
prepared by hostess and served by host. After dinner, coffee and what
you would by a log fire, a short formal session in wl-rich Rowley placed
the Guild imprimatur on our doings. Notable in the evening's proceedings
was Tomts Chinese coat of all Chinese eoats. Congratulations Tom, for
offering some masculine compe[ition in a field usually ceded to the
Iadies without contest.

Sunday, as you know, dear editor, is a day of rest. It didnrt start
as such at Bowral for John, whom we found after breakfast struggling to
start a car that wouldnrt until it heard that N.R.M.A. help was at hand.
The outraged roar of the motor almosL coincided with the arrival of the
patrol. John set off not long after, forsaking the dayrs doings to coax
his ailing car back to Sydney.

The rest of us headed for Berrima via lt/ittagong where some of us
visited Beverley Cottee's needlework centre at Victoria House, whilst
others soug ht out antiques for which the area is noted . T hen to the
weekend finale: a visit to Berkelouwrs. Here we had hoped to inspect
the rare book collection. Unfor[unately, this was not possible, but the
extensive general collection in the Barn kept us (at some cost) happily
busy till Iunch.

Lunch was a rustic miracle. Put together like Saturdayrs by the
indefatigable Arnotts, it was served on the lawn outside the Book Barn
and again supplenrented by lamingtons and apples. Dear Editor, have these
people no regard for weight-watchers? I suspect not, bur special thanks
are due to them both for the time and effort they had both manifestly
spent to make the weekend the success that it was. Thanks too to
Maureenrs English panents for helping us to enjoy it.
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A t lea st L'uro of us, driving home slowly, trying to lrang on to the
last of Ilrc t',.rcel<entJ, hardly believing lhat lale aulumn coul,J providc such
imlrt--ccablc vrt:alirer, lvorrdcr vrhcLher for our next lvlay's [._nd, we can do
better than Links House, Bowral.

- Scribe.

LIBRARY NOTES

The followinq publicaLions lrave been received in the Guild Library:

crafr NSW Feb_May 1985
Craft NSW July-August l9B5
LrAssociation des Relieurs du Quebec

Le Journal May 1986
Le Bulletin June 1985

Victorian Bookbindersr Guild Newsletter May 1986
June 1985
July I9B5

Gueensland Bookbindersr Guild Newsletter May 1986
Art l'4useums Association of Australia Newsletter May 1985
De Boekbinder April I9B5
Socie[y of Bookbinders and Rook Restorers Spring ]986
Designer Bookbinders - l.lewsletter May 1986

June 1985
Paper Conservation Nervs June 1986

ARTICLTS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

References to bookbinding in IiteraLure
Designer Bookbinders Newsletter. May 1986

First bi-annual bookbinding exhibition, Guebec. by Jill Willmott

Making Your Own Tools:- A Standing Press. by Jean-Luc Cote
LrAssoc. des Relieurs du Guebec. May 1985

Poem - The Book Lover's Litany (fAgZ)
Society of Bookbinders and Rook Restorers. Spring 1986

Examining a Book. by June McNicol
GBG Newsletter. May 1986

A note that the Victorian BookbindersrGuild has bound early copies of
'rlr4orocco Bound'r - in lr4oroccan leather of course!

VBG Newsletter. May 1986

[-ondon Letters Nos 2 and J - from David Harris
VBG Nesletters. May & June 1986

A Brief l-listony of Papermaking in Australia. by Shirley Fenton
Huie

Craf t N. S . V/. July I9B5
(Contains a reference to Bemboka paper).
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PUBLICATIONS

GREENFIED, Jane and HILLE, Jenny.

HEADBANDS, HOW TO WORK THEt/.

T his is a manual with step-by-step instructions and deailed
drawings, for twelve headbands: Coptic, Ethiopian, Greek, Armenian,
Islamie, French, braided German, Italian Renaissance and others.

Jane Greenfield studied conservation binding with Paul Banks and
Laura Young and was head of the Conservation Department. of the Yale
University Library for ten years. She taught at the Riverside Church in
New York and the Creative Arts lVorkshop in New Haven and is the author of
BOOKS, THEIR CARE AND REPAIR. She is at present Advisor in rare book
conservation at the Yale Library and Lecturer in Bookbinding in the
Graphic Design Programme in the Yale Art School.

Jen ny Hille studied binding with Jane Greenf ield and at Ascona,
Switzerland and Rome. She worked for two years in the Yale Library
Conservation Department and runs a private bindery in her own horne. At
present she is teching book binding at the Creative Arts U/orkshop and
will conduct workshops on headbanding.

B0 pages, printed on archival quality paper, hand sewn, in a paper
wrapper, $15 (U.S.). Postage and tax, where applicabler may be extra.

Available f rom:

Edgewood Publishers
2)4 Park Street
New Haven. CT 055II U.S.A.

REFERENCES ON CARE AND PRESERVATION OF BOOKS.

T he following list of publications are selected from that provided
by the Research Service, State Library of New South Wales. Enquiries
should be directed to the General Reference Library.

Aulhor , Title, etc.

BAYNES-COPE, A.D.
Caring for Books and Document,s
London : B ritish Museum Publications, -198I.

DAVIES, John.
Preservation of Books and Related Materials.
Sydney: State Archieves of N.S.W., I9BI.
( Information Leaf let No. 27)

Call Number

F_O25.84/2rA

EA025 .71).4

HORTON, Carolyn.
Cleaning and Preserving Bindings and

Related Materials. 2nd ed.
Chicago: American Library Associat,ion,
(Library Technology Programme - pubs.

1971.
No..t5)

NA025 .7 lIl
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KYLE, Hedi. NG025.84/10
Library Materials Preservation Manual
New York: Nicholas T. Smith, L984.

PLENDERLEITH, H.J. EO25.7/Ple,
The Preservation of Leather Bookbinding
London: British Museum, L97O.

PLUMBE, Wilf red J. N025. B4III
The Preservation of Books in Tropical

and Subtropical Countries
Kuala Lumpur: Oxford Uni. Press , 1964.

SHEP, Robert L. Ref 7N685/B
Cleaning and Caring for Books:

A Practical Manual
London: Sheppard, 1982.

Additional references may be obtained from the Stack Service Desk,
General Reference Library:

Books - Storage. 22.9.50 B Refs.

Bookbindings - Preservation. 24.2.49 67 Refs.

Insects in Libraries - (with
particular reference to
silverf ish ) Control . 7 .3.66 20 Refs.

Books - Effect of Dust. 12.2.47 12 Refs.

Mildew on Rooks. 16.9.74 58 Ref s.

OF NOTE

The Mint Museum, Macquarie Street, Sydney has currently on display
an exhibition of some splendid examples of contemporary bindings from
Northern Germany.

Enid Street has reported visiting 3124 High Street, Chatswood - a

small craft shop which has taken over the Leather Shop of Chaffers, the
old tanners which is norv completely demolished. Enid said that although
they had no suitable leathers for binding at the time, they were
interested in our needs and seemed to think that they might obtain
kangaroo. Their presentrroo stock is tanned natural only. The
knowledgable lady is Gwen who worked for Chaffers. Phone: - 406 6390.

****+x
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

THE MOUSETRAP SYNDROME.

Dear Editors,

Keith Turnell hoped for provocative replies to his ar[icle and plans
for his ingenious Colonial Backing Press - The Mousetrap Syndrome,
Morocco Bound, Vol. 7 No. 2 May 1985.

I am f ull of respect and admiration for his planning, construction
and engineering ability. Criticism of such an hydraulic miracle is
beyond my sphere of knowledge. The thrill of mechanical creation pulses
not through my veins. The concept of using a car jack fills me with
queasy apprehension and thoughts of potential failure. It is a piece of
Iateral thinking quite beyond me. From my days of physics I seem to
remember that the theory has sornething to do with Pascals Principle. On
the other hand binding a bmk is, to me, a creative adventure and voyage
of discovery.

I attended Keithrs Endpapers Workshop and found it to be an
information feast. Before this my understanding of endpapers concerned
beauty and function. This workshop demonstrated various endpaper
constructions, each with a specific purpose and each permitting personal
choice within a formal discipline.

We were given illustrated notes and a generous set of practice
papers to use and to learn in the doing. The time seemed not nearly
suf f icient.

I hope that Keith will give another workshop demonstration. We are
so priviledged to have an expert teacher and binder of his wide
experience and skill to teach us. It seems to me that in binding, one's
knowledge, eraft aptitude and performance are greatly stimulated by this
specialist knowledge.

Thank you Keith Turnell.

Enid Street

THE COLONIAL BACKING PRESS

As you may remember frorn the May issue, I concluded with a csrment
about things I would change if ever I made a Mark 2 rrndel of the backing
press. Thanks to a timely remark by Tom MaeDonaldi tne hydraulic jack
handle, which used to sing on the jaw's return spring, now has a
"curvaceous, kink. It clears the return spring and press jaw, in the
full return position, and allows full pumping action with no songs! As a
result, there is now no need to change the jack's position. The only
alteration I would still make would be to use angle iron Iegs for the
reason given in the last issue.

Oh , by the way - f rom a reliable source in England, a Colonial
Sewing Frame is being made there. How about that and my egol

K. Turnell
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FROM THE RETIRED ONE

Itts wonderful to sit in the morning sun and have tirne to read every
interesting word in Morocco Bound. I agree with our Editors that more
should be written by Guild members, similar to that delightful report by
A. V. Mellefont.

Reading the report "Bookbi6ding for the Genealogist" revived a
memory and provided an opportunity for rne to rnake a comrnent on a binding
term'whieh should have been expunged frorn bmkbinding years ago, nanrely

"Perfect Binding", or "Perfect Bound". There were moves a few years ago
to do just that, but nothing came of it. I suppose I canrt expect the
situation [o change when authors of binding text books, the trade and
machinery distributors, who should know bet.ter, continue to use such an
inappropriate term.

I do not need to explain why I make these comments as the reasons
are "perfectly" obvious to Guild mernbers. However, if I give you a brief
explanation of how the term came into bmkbinding and offer a much better
alternative, perhaps you might like to join me and never use the term.

It would appear (frorn my vague mernory) that the history of the term
goes brck to the turn of the century when the Sheridan Co. (an American
machinery company) designed a nnchine to produce adhesive bound bmks.
A metal plaque was attached to the machine which displayed the words
"Perfect Binding". From that period the term has become universal to
describe that particular binding method. Previously in the 19th Century,
it was known as caoutchouc (kowtrshook) rubber latex bfnding. So, the
technique is not all that modern and, as you are all aware it is far from
perfect. With the continuing developments in adhesives, paper and spine
treatment technology, techniques will cont.inue to improve to produce a

-more acceptable binding.

I have already used the term in the last paragraph which should be
the one used to classif y the binding method - adhesive binding, or
adhesivebound.Anothertermwhichmaybeused@more
;cceEmie-TFan perfect binding, but not as explicit as adhesive binding,
is unsewn binding.

I f you have read A.V. Mellefont's informative report in the May
issue r you would have noted that lhe author's covering methods varied
from drawn on paper covers to case bindings with a selec[ion of covering
materials. The most important informa[ion in detailing the bindings were
the words perfect binding (adhesive!) followed by the eovering method and
materials used. This adequately informed readers how those books were
bound. For those people who may not be aware, even though the books were
adhesive bound, there is nothing to prevent the binder from using any
number of covering techniques, from case binding, lacing on cover boards,
bradel, library, or whatever.

A.V. Mellefontrs explanation for improving the holding quality of
the adhesive spine and coverings are valid improvements due to Lhe
subject value of the publication to the author and family. The lessons
to be learnt for mos[ people vrho at[r:mpt binding single leaves will be
rewarding and f rustrat.inc; cr)€ls. It alrvays presents a compromise of
methorJs vrhich rrrrrrir'', (l;rrcf rrl c,tnr;ideralion and planning I '.virich

;elt:,r:tir:n anrJ r-:t-xnprosinq. The bit'rrincidently sitortlcl sit.art fr
fralernitv usuallv iravt r( l. A magic w

I l:l

J,
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mine,s rusty, can have limired applica[ion in making siik purses out of
sowts ears when you are the last cab on the rank of printing !

To improve the covering quality from that of a "paperback", the
normal assumption is, why would a person go to a lot of trouble and
expense to bind an adhesive binding when its basic "holding together
construetiontris not up to the standards associated with the better
binding methods. To eonfuse the issue a little morer a paperbaek in
appearance can be a sewn binding, and a surprising number are sewn. In
these bindings, the expeeted use of the book and production costs are
just two factors which influence deeisions whether to sew or glue. You
may be interested to learn that the majority of adhesive bindings start
off as folded sections and are then converted to single leaves by cutting
off ( profiling ) the spine folds of the gathered book. I can hear the
cries of dismay, but that is the price to pay for economical book
production (up to 181000 per hour). To change from gluing to sewing is
not much of a hassle. The developments in autunatic sewing nnchines may
be one of the reasons for the increase in sewn drawn on cover bindings.
As an added bonus with this type of binding, it is usual to ehange the
quality of the paper. You will pay more for the book, but the subject
matter would not be a Mills and Boon t

If you would like to wander into the binding maze, have a look at
Bernard Middleton's "The Restoration of Leather Bindings" and tulaggs Bros
I'Bookbinding in Great Britain". It may surprise you to see how these
two very important referenee books are bound. The question is to ask
yourself why? (I wonder if the Editors will be given the opportunity to
publish some interesting replies).

So, returning to where I started - to hand a person a paperback bmk
and to say that it is a perfect binding is a ridiculous statement to
make. "Do the right thing'r and say it is an adhesive binding. Use the
term, irrespective of the binding or covering method, when the leaves of
the book are single sheets held together by an adhesive.

To illustrate with some basic binding expressions:

My book is an adhesive bound, drawn on cover binding.
- an adhesive bound, case binding.
- an adhesive bound, bradel binding.

Binding decriptions can never be expressed in a few words, or be
taken for granted, due to the great variety of binding options, covering
styles and materials available to suit the needs of the book and their
owners I

Another tirade next issue if you give nre encouraging prods fronr your
binding experiences.

)r***Jt*

Keith Turnell
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From a talk given by T.R. CorbeLt

Although the printed form of books is generally taken for granted
in the twentieth century, there have been very few changes in the
physical appearance of the book form since its inception. Those which
have occurred have been as a result of changes in the character of the
materials and of the tools used for recording the text.

T he printed letterpress book is of comparatively recent date,
preceded by centuries of hand written and inscribed docurnents. Many of
these drcuments were recorded thousands of years before the Christian era
and their forms varied from age to age during the developing civil-
isation. Man has, from the earliest times, found it neeessary to record
and tabulate ideas. Pictorial recordings cut in stone and wood indieate
the development of the alphabet and the beginnings of the printed book.
These developments occurred all over the world and did not originate in
any one particular place. The connection betwen these early pictorial
records with the present form of books illustrates the development of the
alphabet.

Disregarding the early cave drawings, cryptic cup and ring markings
inseribed on rrck are to be found, whieh extended frorn Western Europe to
the Far fast. Analysis of Egyptian and Assyrian hieroglyphical
inscriptions has indicated these to be the souree of the letters of our
alphabet. Those hieroglyphics, which were derived from the animal and
vegetable forms depicted by primitive men, gradually evolved into the
three g reat otd world pictorial systems of writing , viz. Assyrian -
Babylonian, Egyptian and Chinese.

As well as engravings on rocks, buildings and monuments, many
smaller articles such as Chinese leaves of jade, carved amulets, notched
sticks and runic calender were also examples of record keeping.
Patterned and knotted belts of primitive tribes represented systems of
sign language among the uncivilised peoples such as in North and South
America and their use continued long after f urther advaneement of
civilisation in Egypt and China. Due to the necessity to express finer
shades of meaning, the hieroglyphic became modernised to meet these
demands and the change from symbolic to syllabic forms marked the actual
beginning of our alphabet.

For some twelve centuries, the origin of the f ive great early
alphabets - Hieretic, Phoenecian, Hebrew, Greek and Latin - was obscure
until L799 when the discovery and study of the Rosetta stone with
inscriptions in hieroglyphic, demotic and Greek unlocked the mystery.
The Latin alphabet was derived from the Greek; the Greek from the
Phenecian or Semitic; the' Semitic from the hieratic or cursive Egyptian;
and the hieratic from the hieroglyphic. Therefore, our twenty-six
letters, inherited from Latin, trace back to the Egyptian hieroglyphic
monuments.

Early Assyrian and Babylonian records of historical events were
inscribed on the sides of clay "foundation cylinders'r. Stoney cylinders
and other records on stone can, by dictionary definition, be aecepted as
books or as written or printed documents. Following the early stone
cylindersl clay tablets originated in Babylonia about 2400 B.C. with the
development of cuneiform writing, a stylus being used to rnake impressions
on moist clay which was then baked in the sun or in an oven. Records of
business transactions thus recorded had seals of rnud affixed to attest
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the presence of witnesses, the text often extending over several tablets.
It is believed that these documents were stored on shelves in libraries
in similar fashion to our present day libraries and they had covers and
lables. Sometimes, earthenware jars were used for storage and were
labelled with elay markers attached by straws. The first record of a
great library was at Ninevah but was destroyed by fire in 612 B.C. when
t.he city fell. The library is said to have been established by Sargon in
about lB00 B.C.

Early Oriental bmks were constructed frorn strips of palm lmves and
bark, the writing scratched in, then f illed with lampblaek to make it
more distinct. The leaves were laid in sequence and eovered above and
below with wooden boards held on with cords through holes at each end.
The covers were at times of silver or gold and decorated with elaborate
carvings or intrieate inlay designs.

Papyrus rolls appeared very early. One example in the Louvre
predates 2500 B.C. The roll was made of sheets of papyrus leaves pasted
together. The text was arranged in columns similar to a rnodern book page
and was written in ink with a reed brush-pen. On completion, the
manuscript was tightly rolled and placed in a box or eathernware jar
which afforded good protection frorn dampness and insect attack. The use
of papyrus as a writing material began ]500 B.C. and continued into the
early Christian era. Papyrus paper was made in Egypt by eutting and
slitting the papyrus plant stems into fibrous strips which were laid side
by side on a board to the required width. Further strips were then
placed transversally on top and the whol was soaked in water then laid
out to dry in the sun. Later the'papyrus sheets were hammered flat and
polished. The roll form of book eontinued to be used for as long as
papyrus remained as a writing material. Although papyrus could be cut
into sheets, its brittle texture did not permit it to be folded without
damage.

Roman papyrus scrolls were not as high a quality as the Egyptian
because the Rornan type was rernade frorn imported papyrus. The Greeks also
used roll books; one early example still existing dates from about 280
B. C.

Animal skins were also used very early as a writing material but
nothing is known about the earliest methods of preparation. It is
probable that those used at first were more Iike tanned leather than
those found in later roll bmks. In the secnnd c€ntury B.C., thinner and
better skins were developed as parchment or vellum. This material is
still in use, particularly for drums. The only manufacturer of vellum in
Australia is located in Sydney.

The invention of vellum is attributed to Eumenes, a book eollector.
He therefore used skins as papyrus was difficult to obtain due to the
Ptolemles ban of its export from Egypt to prevent the establishment of a
rival library. Pergamum was at that time the chief centre of the vellum
trade. The word parehment was no doubt derived from Pergamum.

Vellum rolls were in widespread use in western Asia frsn early times
and were the prescribed form of book used in Jewish synagogues. The
writing was applied in various ways on one side - that is, on the smooth
recto side of the skin - with the lines running across the width. The
manuscript was held upriqht and unrolled from top lo bottom as it was
read.
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T he Tibetan prayer wheels contain rolls rvritLen uriL[-r the lines
running along the length. Although they were never unrolled to be read,
[[re supplicant was given credit for having read ttre Iext with each
revolution. The Jewish scroll was similar to Ihe Tibetan roll, but the
writing was in page form and unrolled from right to left. A type of
written text used in primitive Eastern nations which consisted of a long
sheet of material with the writing se[ out in page style with margins.
T.he sheet was then pleated in aecordion fashion and laced between two
boards. Another type of oriental bmk was the Orihon which has stabbed
binding. The sheets were similarly pleated and laced into covers stabbed
along the back edge, which enabled the book to be opened out for easier
reading.

FIRST AID TREATMENT FOR WATER DAMAGED BOOKS

Accidents are an unfortunate fact of life, and accidents to books,
despite the greatest of care, are no exception . As with any kind of
accident, the cause should be removed as quickly as possible, and the
sooner this is done the better the ehanee of a successful salvage job.

Where bmks have been damaged by wa[er, they should not be allowed
to remain in a wet state for long periods, particularly in conditions of
hiqh humidity and temperature, as mildew will result. They should be
transferred from the site of the accident to a dry space and placed on a
sheel of polythene.

If several books have been water damaged, they should be separated
and handled as separate units. Saturated or conpletely sodden bmks will
require very special care due to their increased weight. Books should be
stood on their fore-edges and be adequately supported to retain their
shape. It may also be necessary to stand books on their ends so that
water does not accumulate in the spines. Unless books are properly
supported, especially large or thick volumes, distortion or permanent
damage will result and major restoration work may be necessary.

After as much loose water as possible has been drained, unprinted
newspaper should be interleaved between the pages. Care should be taken
not to use tm much paper as deforrnation of the bmkrs spine could occUr;
or the sewing could tear through the damp-weakened folds of the sections.
The newspaper smkens must be neplaced as they beconre saturated. They
may be dried out (away from the work area) and reused.

The work area should be kept clean and d.y and the polythene
sheeting changed frequently. Good ventilation is most important and if
possible, high air temperatures should be controlled. If mildew attack
is suspected, additional treatment to remove this will be necessary.

Accelerated drying of nrost types of bmks rnay be achieved by the use
of a microwave oven. (See report in "Morocco Bound" Vol 5, No.2-lu'lay
leB_5. )
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If only the boqk's covers have becorne wet, a sheet of polythene
should be placed between the covers and the text. When a bmk is soiled

with mud or other matter which can be washed off, cleaning should be done

with a sponge and clean water.

Unfortunately, water usually ruins most book clothr. and restoration
of damaged decorative or pictorial cloth covers becomes quite dif ficult
or even impossible. Damaged plain covers of no special value, could be
eased off and discarded. Books printed on special types of art or high
gloss paper are extremely difficult to restore. The pages must be
Jeparated while still wet (a difficult task I ) and interleaved with
polythene, otherwise they will "glue'r together.

Af ter thorough drying out, and provided that no f urther repair work
is needed, (a most fortunate situation indeed t) the book should be
squared up and placed in a press or under weights. Liqht pressure should
be applied to remove paper wrinkling and to correct for possible
curvature of the boards. Books requiring cleaning, removal of water
stains or other repairs, should be caref ully stored while waiting to be
rrbroken down".

Should there be a larger number of damaged articles than can be
handled quickly, selected work, after allowing for accumulated water to
drain awayr may be paeked into freezer bags and stored in a freezer for
later handling. Storage in a freezer will reduce mildew attack.

J. R. N.

***rtJ+*
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